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Name Judith Lopez

Age 20

Certifications U6, U8, U10, U12 Coach, CDC Concussion,
Safe Haven

Contact Details jello.lopez99@gmail.com

Playing Experience

I started playing at age 6, so about 14 years of playing experience. I started playing with AYSO from U10’s - COED, unHl I
eventually aged out. Some clubs I have played for were Odyssey South/Odyssey South Earthquakes and Clovis Crossfire. I
did experience a year of college ball @ Hawaii Pacific University but had to move back home. I am still trying to play
soccer so I’m practicing over at COS for the meantime.

Coach Experience

Thanks to my mom, I got coaching experience from ages 6-18, but personally coached/assistant coached her age groups
when she couldn't attend, 8-12.

Personal Information

Hometown / Where I grew up: Born and raised in Tulare, California.

My Family: I have 3 younger brothers, but only one continues playing soccer. My mom and dad were the ones who
introduced us/forced us to play soccer HAHA, but my mom continued to coach us and continues to coach my little
brother.

Hobbies: Besides working, and being a full-time student at the moment, my hobbies would be learning to play
instruments or skate, working out or hanging with my dogs watching criminal minds.:)

Soccer Philosophy: I hope to share my love and enjoyment with these players, while coaching in a positive way, keeping
the kids entertained but understanding hard work. Despite trial and error, motivating them to continue will help improve
their skill.

What makes me love soccer coaching so much: I love coaching soccer so much because I get to pass on all the
knowledge I learned growing up. Plus, it’s eventful to see the smiles and celebrations from the kids when they make their
first goal, block, trick, etc.

Fun Fact about me: No matter how “active” I seem, I’m a total bookworm. :,)
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